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From Nutritional Vegan to
Ethical Vegan
•

Many people become vegan for health
reasons and they often reverse and resolve
lifestyle diseases.

•

The reason people drift away from the vegan
lifestyle is that they have not made the
connection between their dinner plate and the
confinement, torture, castration, and murder
of a sentient being that couldn't defend itself.

The Vegan Ethic
•

Thesis: Using animals for food is unnecessary and
causes a great deal of suffering, pain and death for
the eater and "eatee" (animal)

•

For 60 years HHI has focused on the eater, and
reversing disease with a switch to a plants-only
diet

•

I believe the Vegan Ethic is the key to staying
vegan forever. Vegan Ethic reconnects us to the
disconnected.

•

The vegan ethic is the glue that holds it all together

The Ethics of Eating
•

The consequences of our food choices have a
profound effect on our physiology, our mental wellness,
and our culture/society

•

We are all born into the "Herding Culture"

•

We are told a false narrative that says we need to eat
meat, drink milk in order to be strong and get our
nutrition.

•

Could it be that the root of our crises lie on our plates ?

Sacred Creation
•

Animals have been endowed with an ability to suffer

•

So then is it right to eat them, to cause others to kill them?

•

Is it right to eat them for no good reason?

•

What is the best reason we can give: for our pleasure

•

After years of being vegan, it began to sink in that there was
something more than the concern of plant nutrition.

•

Once we make the connection on our plate, that meat, butter,
milk, cheese and eggs represent the confinement, imprisonment,
branding, torture, mutilation of another sentient being that could
not defend itself, we would never eat these foods!

The Culture
•

Our culture says in no uncertain terms that is right to
eat animals, confine them, castrate them, brand them,
and to take their children’s milk

•

We are told that God grants us that right so that we
can be healthy and strong

•

It’s no big deal, don’t think about it, the animals were
put here for us to eat

•

Awareness of plight of animals begins to seep in over
time when eating a plant-based diet

Thesis
•

Thesis: the driving force behind the problems in the world
(disease, conquest, war) is the mentality of domination,
exclusion, and disconnectedness required by our meals

•

Thesis: it's IMPOSSIBLE to have a society where we treat
each other well when we are causing pain, suffering and
death by our meals
Pythagoras: if humanity kills animals, we will then kill each
other.
Tolstoy: So long as there are slaughterhouses, there will be
battlefields.

•

Our culture denies or hides the harm, suffering, and death of
these sentient beings

•

We create in ourselves a deep split

The Deep Split
•

Exclusion: We view some beings as special (us), and
some beings as inconsequential (animals)

•

When we do this, we fall into the trap of thinking that other
people are less special than we are (slaves)

•

We fall into the trap of thinking that other cultures are less
special and subject to domination, conquest, and war

•

The mentality of exploitation and domination that comes
from our meals definitely poisons our relationship with
other people and becomes the very society we live in

•

Chronic denial and disconnectedness

?Why Don’t We Ask Why?
•

Why don’t we ask why? ANSWER: Because we are
under the invisible trance of Omnivorism, that is
transferred from culture to culture almost at birth

•

Sanskrit word for WAR means “desire for more cows”

•

Our daily meals are central to our lives, but no one
seems to question it

•

Everyone is eating animals: from the Pope, to the
President, to people just trying to survive, and
everyone in between.

?Why Don’t We Ask Why?
•

Culturally, food is how we are indoctrinated into our
culture.

•

As children we soak up and internalize the
language, food, attitudes, ways. We internalize it.

•

Not always bad. We are born into a culture at some
place in time on this mystical planet spinning in this
mystical galaxy, within an infinite universe.

•

Leaving Home: questioning the underlying beliefs in
a society.

The Herding Culture
•

10,000 BC the herding culture was born in Mesopitamia
(mordern Iraq). This is known as the domestication of
animals.

•

Required that men confine animals against their will,
exploit them and use them for food.

•

Domination, rough handling, murder required hardheartedness by men and was taught to boys from
generation to generation.

The Herding Culture
•

These practices were perfected and then used
against woman and other humans (slaves).

•

Cows meant wealth: WAR WAS BORN. Sanskrit word
for WAR means desire for more cows. Per capita (per
head of cattle), stock market, pecuniary.

•

Herding culture was perhaps the last great revolution
of civilization since all revolutions since then have
been within this paradigm.

Earthlings (YouTube)

From Nutritional Vegan to
Ethical Vegan
•

Why do we prefer NOT to see these videos?

•

Don't you think folks should know where breakfast
lunch and dinner come from?

•

If it's not suitable for our eyes and ears, how is it
suitable for our bodies?

•

If it's not suitable for our eyes and eats, how can it
suitable for our souls?

•

There is a gift in our discomfort: compassion within
our humanity.

“Type a quote here.”

–Johnny Appleseed

The Radical: Gary Yourofsky
•

YouTube: "The Speech"

•

www.adaptt.org slaughterhouse video and more

•

2,660 lectures to more than
60,000 people at 186 schools in
30 states

•

Largely responsible for nearly
10% vegan population Israel

•

Permanently banned from 5
countries, long arrest record for
disorderly conduct

The Court of Law, The Hitman, and
the Mafia Boss
•

A court of law makes no distinction between the hit man
and the mafia boss that orders the hit. In many cases, the
mafia boss gets the stronger punishment.

•

When we eat animals and get them from the grocery
shelves in nice, neat packages, we are like the mafia boss
that orders the hit.

•

We didn't kill the animal, but we paid someone else to kill
the animal.

•

Disconectedness: we don't even realize that we are the
mafia boss who ordered the hit.

Do Animals Feel Pain?
•

Do animals feel pain ? What does the science say?

•

Scientists wrote the Cambridge Declaration of Consciousness
(2012). They determined that most animals including food
animals have emotions and consciousness like humans. They
certainly feel pain and experience fear.

•

Science says that all beings with a central nervous system feel
pain like we do.

•

Animals react to pain by crying, shrieking, and eating less food.

•

They may give distress calls, experience respiratory and
cardiovascular changes.

•

They release stress hormones.

Do Animals Feel Pain ?
•

Some criteria that may indicate the potential of another species to
feel pain include:

•

Have suitable nervous system and sensory receptors

•

Physically react to hurtful stimuli

•

Display protective motor reactions that might include reduced use
of an affected area such as limping, rubbing, holding

•

Animals have opioid receptors and show reduced responses to
hurtful stimuli when given medicine and local anaesthetics

•

Animals demonstrate avoidance learning

•

Animals display cognitive ability and consciousness

Empathy
•

In a study researchers administered electrical shocks to
monkeys.

•

They devised a system whereby the monkeys would be fed
food if they administered shocks to other monkeys.
Surprisingly, the monkeys what would rather starve than
shock their fellow monkeys.

•

Animals are capable of empathy.

•

Would mankind be so Noble?

Factory Farms, Cruelty, Vegetarian
Animal Agriculture: factory farms are
perpetual death camps, concentration
camps.
9.1 billion animals slaughtered annually in
USA, over 17k per second. 70 billion
worldwide!

Factory Farms, Cruelty, Vegetarian
Dairy consumption destroys the mother/baby
relationship.
•

Rape rack: Impregnated by hand with a sperm gun.

•

How do you think they get the sperm??

•

Puss Mustache: mastitis of utter from overworked
cow gives 700 parts per mm non organic.
Newborns are stolen away from mother. Mother
and child cry for each other.
Newborns are shackled and killed as children for
veal.

Factory Farms, Cruelty, Vegatarian
Cow's average life is 3 to 5 years on dairy farm
versus 20 years in the wild.
10 pounds of milk naturally per day, versus up to
120 pounds of milk.
Livestock are hung upside down, throats slit, and
bleed a painful death.
•
•

Egg Industry: male chicks are discarded.
The pain, misery and suffering is unconscionable,
but people eat pizza, cheese, eggs, and hotdogs
and hamburgers without giving it a mere thought.

Domination of the Feminine
•

Animal Agriculture: objectify, commodify,
and use female animals as objects to be
used gastronomically and financially.

•

Human Experience: Society too often
sees women as objects to be used
sexually and controlled.

•

Animal food is sexual violence, and we
feed this to our kids.

•

There is a connection!

Chicken and Hatchery Horrors
•

Only time people encounter a chicken is when they
are dead and in body parts.

•

97% of land animals killed are chicken, for every 1
cow, 200 chickens are slaughtered.

•

Chickens have disease and sickness, and is the most
likely of all meats to make people sick. 97% of
chicken breast sold contains fecal matter.

•

Pathogens can be deadly for elderly. Bacteria can
stay in body and cause a problem later. UTI
infections...

Bond with a Chicken!

•

Have you ever spent time with a real live chicken?

•

Chickens are intelligent, cheeky, playful and sociable, and they
have their own unique personalities.

•

Chickens communicate using complex vocalizations, engage in
mathematical reasoning and are dedicated to their families.

•

Chickens can solve problems, can empathize, raise their chicks,
can use cunning actions in groups ("Pecking Order").

•

Chickens are so much more than a collection of nuggets, wings and
drumsticks.

Fishy Business
•

Fish feel and avoid pain. Fish have same ability to
suffer. Least protected animals (no cruelty laws). The
way we kill them is brutal. It is the equivalent of
drowning.

•

They are the majority of animals killed.

•

Fish are monogamous. While they may travel in
schools, they have a life partner.

•

They have long term memories. They can transmit
knowledge from one generation to another.

Fishy Business
•

Fish can learn puzzles and remember mazes one year
later.

•

Fish have superior GPS, and amazingly conduct
migrations traveling thousands of miles back to the
same place. Fish have cognitive abilities we don't have.

•

Ocean depletion: 80% of ocean catch is by-catch
(2050).

•

Wasteful: commercial boat operations kill way more
than they sell.

Fishy Business
•

Sustainable fishing labels: Enforcement is lax. Fish
boats go out for weeks. In Nova Scotia sword fishing,
every tenth fish caught is the target fish. There are 2
endangered blue sharks caught for every swordfish
caught.

•

Catch and release. 43% Fish die within 6 days from
hook injuries and scale damage from handling. This
makes the fish more susceptible to illness. Germany
and Switzerland banned catch and release.

Culture of DEATH versus culture of LIFE
Speciesism: For some reason, our morality
and ethics stop with the human race. WHY
SHOULD IT?
Why don't we ask WHY ?
Carnism/OMNIVORISM: Invisible ideology
transmitted at birth

Sowing What We Reap
•

We kill the animals, and the animals kill us (Bessie's
Revenge).

•

We give animals a toxic environment contaminated
with toxic food, and then we live in a contaminated
environment and eat toxic food.

•

We destroy their family structure. We steal their
babies, we steal their baby's milk, we steal their
time, we steal their happiness, and the we steal their
life.

Sowing What We Reap
•

We we find ourselves suffering from mental
illness, shattered families and abusive
relationships- all things mankind causes to the
animals.

•

We stab, we get stabbed, we over feed them, we
are over fed.

•

An animal and dairy eater sows thousands
thousands of karmic seeds and it would be naïve
to think that he does not reap what he sows.

•

There is a direct connection

Sowing What We Reap
•

On a deep level we have the physiology of peace.
We've been given a body that does not require
animal foods.

•

The Gift: we've been given a gift that does not
require animal foods. So when we take this gift and
we throw it in the face of our creator, we unleash
the cause-and-effect of our destruction.

“When a human kills an animal for food, he is neglecting his
own hunger for justice. Man prays for mercy, but is
unwilling to extend it to others. Why should he then expect
mercy from God? It’s unfair to expect something that you
are not willing to give. It is inconsistent.” – Isaac Bashevis
Singer

Do Plants Have Feelings?
•

Originally suggested in a book, "The Secret
Life of a Plant."

•

New York Times in 2009, titled “Sorry, Vegans:
Brussels Sprouts Like to Live, Too.” Natalie
Angier.

•

Plants are not sentient, have no brain, no
central nervous system, and therefore cannot
feel. A plant reacts, but an animal feels and
responds.

Do Plants Have Feelings?
•

A plant turns toward the sun, a bell will ring if you
run an electric wire to it, BUT neither is a sentient
being.

•

But a pig responds with shrieks of fear and pain
when the pig is executed.

•

A plant is SOMETHING, an animal (sentient being)
is SOMEONE.

•

If we STILL feel sorry for the plant, then realize how
many plants are consumed by animals raised for
42
food.

Do Plants Have Feelings?
•

Intellectual Honesty: those who propose
this argument can witness a chopped
salad being prepared in the kitchen, but
can't watch a slaughterhouse video.

•

A plant is something, an animal is
someone.

•

We know it's not the same thing.

Plants: The Cycle Of Life
•

Don't we have a right to eat and grow
food ?

•

There is a symbiotic relationship between
plants and humans: co2, oxygen,
phytochemicals

•

Plants are at peace with being part of the
cycle of life.

•

Plants have an ethereal body, animals have
an astral body.

What's Normal Is Abnormal
•

Kill a dog and go to jail, kill 100 cows and get a
paycheck...

•

Kill thousand of cows and get respect and
admiration in the community as a business
leader, and have a powerful voice in the US
Congress..

•

Animal meat is seen as simple and cheap but is
difficult and expensive, and plant-based cuisine
is seen as difficult and expensive, but has 15
times less use of land, water, and resources.

What's Normal Is Abnormal
•

People pray for peace at the dinner table,
just before they begin to dine on animal
corpses that were produced through
violence...

•

We've been convinced that eggs are
healthy, yet they come through the single
chicken cavity where urine, fecal matter,
and vagina fluid also come from...

•

Excuses

•

justification

•

Rationale

From The Book Of Myths
•

"My body tells me to eat meat or fish, I need it"

•

No, the passions of your palate compel you to
eat this way

•

"I buy cruelty free"

•

Is there any way to humanely slaughter? It's just
a marketing term !

•

"The animals were raised for us"

•

But we agree that animals should never suffer for
no good reason.

From The Book Of Myths
•

"The Animals have no souls"

•

They said slaves and women had no souls. Animals
eat, sleep, feel, procreate, have children, have blood,
live in a place, are happy, sad, have a wide range of
emotions, yet we deny them this one thing-- THE
SOUL-- that allows us to think its ok to dominate and
kill them, and to treat them as commodities.

•

"The Bible gives us dominion over the animals

•

The word from the Greek actually means caretaker or
trustee, NOT domination

From The Book Of Myths
•

Some animals eat other animals, so isn't that just how it
is?

•

Answer a question with a question: why do we want to
emulate animals? Are we reduced to being animals?
Some animals eat their own children!

•

Our digestive tract is that of an herbivore

•

We don't have fang teeth, we don't have claws. We have
teeth for grinding.

•

Eating animals is terribly unnatural and an egregious
departure from evolutions plan. Don't we humans have a
pattern for going against mother natures plan ?

From The Book Of Myths
•

Where do I get my protein from if I don't eat animals?

•

From the same place that the animals do- PLANTS

Religion
•

Plant-sourced cuisine is in profound alignment with the
major religions follows by billions of people. The 10
Commandments and the Hindu principles of Ahimsa.

•

The Vegan Ethic is in alignment with the original core
instruction of the world's religions: LOVE OTHERS.

•

Veganism is not New Age. The idea is thousands of
years old, which says I will never be happy so long as I
am harming someone else for my own benefit.

•

Whether we are religious or not, these basic tenets of
morality are worthy of observance.

World Peace Diet, Will Tuttle

The Ethics of
Eating...but what else ??
•

What kind of shoes are we wearing?

•

What kind of car interior do we have?

•

Vivisection: using animals in science for testing

•

Using animals for entertainment (circus)

•

Breaking away from all of this would exemplify true
Veganism.

Reason For Optimism
•

War is on the decline. Peace breakout. We had a 1 in
1400 chance of dying in a war just 200 hundred years
ago. Before modern countries it was about 1 in 200.*

•

WWII: 1 in 500 chance (www.ourworldindata.org)

•

Today you have almost no chance of dying in a war.*

•

Just maybe, since slaughterhouses mean battlefields,
and war means the desire for more cows, this great
peace will put society on a course for our diets to be
in harmony with nature, and our Godly Image.

•

*(Source: "The Better Angels of Our Nature: Why Violence Has
Declined," by Steve Pinker)

Final Thoughts
•

It's hard to imagine a society where we treat each
other well while we are still eating animals which
requires violence.

•

All we can do is point out what we as individuals and
as a society are denying.

•

All we need to do is point out the moral consistency
that almost everyone agrees with: it is unethical to
harm another sentient being for no good reason.

•

Then we can truly change the world !

www.thevegan.co
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•
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•
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•
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•
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•

United Poultry Concerns (nonprofit), Hope Bohanec

•

Mind If I Order the Cheeseburger ? Sherry Colb

“Type a quote here.”

–Johnny Appleseed

Chicken and Hatchery Horrors
•

Packed tight in tiny cages, they can't move. It's like being in a
crowded elevator their whole life. Living in their own
excrement, workers have to wear masks or burn their nostrils
and eyes.

•

Egg Laying: farm chickens lay 100 eggs a year because they
are genetically manipulated.

•

Male chicks are discarded.

•

Chickens give eggs for a 1.5 years before they go to slaughter.

•

Grow fast, slaughtered in as little as five weeks, miserable life...

•

Transported in trucks with no food or water. Millions die before
reaching slaughterhouse. This is acceptable industry practice.

Chicken and Hatchery Horrors
•

Chicken and all birds are exempted from humane
slaughter laws.

•

Beaks chopped off to keep from pecking each other

•

Free range is keeping a side door cracked open in
the warehouse for 5 minutes.

•

Free range standards are not enforced, there is no
onsite inspection, they fill out a form and they get the
label.

